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[Reference: Martyn Iles Blog Feb. 6th, 2019 (see “Bigoted Quackery” on the internet)]
Things are hotting up. Premier Daniel Andrews of Victoria, a leading Australian neo-Marxist,
has come out strongly against everything Christian at a recent Pride March in Melbourne.
The battle is no longer subtle – it is in our faces.
Christian Counselling: Andrews has vigorously refuted the idea that someone’s sexual
orientation or gender can be changed, calling counselling that addresses those conditions
“torture, a cruel practice”; he plans to: “…drag these practices out of the dark ages into the
brightest of lights” by legislating to ban what he calls “LBGT conversion therapy”. NB This is
not a term used in Christian circles, it was invented by the left to include ‘all Christian
counselling, psychology, support groups and prayer’. Andrews aims to make it illegal for
churches, professional therapists and support groups run by ex-gays to minister to people
seeking deliverance from an unwanted same-sex attraction or children battling with gender
dysphoria brought on by school programs. By his view, gender and sexual orientation
conversion is fine for LGBT promoters but reprehensible in reverse!
The Christian Response to homosexuals and fluid gender types: Andrews attacks the
‘insidious practice of loving the sinner but not the sin’ used by churches ‘saturated with
heterosexual ideology’ when dealing with alternative lifestyle people in their congregations.
Andrews strongly disagrees that alternative sexual practice ‘are sinful’, that people who
practice them are ‘broken’ and can be ‘saved’. His message is: ‘here in Victoria, not only are
you good enough (as you are), your worth celebrating”.
Parents: The Australian Labor Party’s national platform denies the possibility that a person’s
gender identity and sexual orientation can change and that parent’s perpetuating such
notions are domestic abusers of children. It will be illegal soon for parents to discourage a
boy for wanting to dress as a girl and use the girl’s toilet, or a girl who wishes to become a
lesbian. (This is classical Marxism – the State taking control of children).
*
* *
The implications from the above agenda is that it will soon be illegal in Victoria (and in
Australia if a Labor Government is elected in May) to read scriptures like Romans 1 or
proclaim the possibility of re-birth and the new creation. In effect, such legislation will
prohibit the preaching of the Gospel in both spoken or printed formats.
WHAT WILLTHE COST BE?
The Marxist agenda is the total dismantling of the Christian family, and the destruction of the
Judaeo-Christian concept of community to bring in totalitarian State government.
The direct victims will be our children and grandchildren who will be deprived of biological
parental care and led into depraved lifestyles – the suicide rate amongst trans-gender
people is over 40%. This must not happen – WE MUST BUILD THE WALL and say no to
Daniel Andrews and the rest of the Labor Party Marxists. Numbers are critical – unless we
have a considerable number of people all saying the same thing, we shall be overcome by
the sexual-humanist deluge. Time is short – please get out there recruiting. You will not
only be preventing a catastrophe but pleasing God – it is time for the church to become
ONE NEW MAN!!

